Week
Set:
29/04/22
Due:
04/05/22

Summer Term 1 Homework Schedule
Daily home reading with an adult, of at least 10 minutes, is proven to have an impact on
children’s development and attainment within school.
Home Learning
Arithmetic
focus
WALT listen and appraise music.
Soon the
Listen to the song Blackbird by the Beatles and complete a listening diary
children will
about this.
be
Challenge: What can you find out about the Beatles?
completing
WALT recognise the place value of decimals
Please complete the task that has been set for you on Purple Mash.
Look at the pictures and write what decimal number is illustrated.
Challenge: Can you add decimals together to make 1 whole?

Set:
06/05/22
Due:
11/05/22

WALT classify living things
In Science this week we have been classifying living things. Can you choose
a selection of living things and group them according to their properties?
You could do this as a list, a Venn diagram or even a Carol diagram.
Challenge: Can you create a Yes/No classification key?
WALT find equivalent fractions and decimals
Please complete the task that has been set for you on Purple Mash.
Answer the questions about equivalent fractions and decimals.
Challenge: Can you round decimals to the nearest whole number on
Purple Mash?

Set:
13/05/22
Due:
18/05/22

WALT create an informative poster about Hindu Temples
In RE this term children will be learning about Mandirs. Please use the
following website to find out about Hindu Temples. We would like you to
include an image of a Temple of you choice. https://kids.kiddle.co/Mandir
Challenge: Can you add some facts about the temple too?
WALT answer questions about money
Please complete the task that has been set for you on Purple Mash.
Challenge: Choose 5 new toys that you would like to buy. Put them in
order from least to most expensive.

Set:
20/05/22
Due:
25/05/22

WALT create a fact file about famous mountains.
Next week in Geography we will be learning about different mountains.
Could you do some research to find out facts about famous mountains?
Include information about:
- Their location
- Their size
- The type of mountain.
Challenge: Can you order the mountains in height from the smallest to
the largest?
WALT complete currency calculations
Please complete the task that has been set for you on Purple Mash.
Challenge: Imagine you have been given £20, what would you spend it on?
Work out how much each item will cost and what change you will have.

Set:
27/05/22
Due:
08/06/22

WALT write a speech
In history this week we have been learning about Martin Luther King’s I
have a Dream speech. We would like you to think about your dreams for a
better future and use this to plan and write your own speech.
Challenge: Film your speech on iMovie and add in special effects by
writing in key words you want to emphasise.
WALT revise our knowledge about time
Please complete the task that has been set for you on Purple Mash.
Challenge: Can you use a clock face with Roman Numerals on it to help
you to write the numbers 1-12 as Roman numerals?

Year 4

This week’s
spelling
Lesson 24 Challenge
words:

group
height
their MTC.
particular
potatoes
You need to
separate
be aiming to surprise
get 25/25
through
every time
various
you complete though
an MTC!
woman
Every week
we would
like you to
complete an
MTC on
Purple Mash
and then
practise any
times tables
that you
haven’t got
correct using
the feedback
page.

Lesson 25
Homophones

scene
seen
whose
who’s
affect
effect
here
hear
heel
heal
Lesson 20 The /s/
sound spelt c before ’i’
and ‘e’.

circle
century
centaur
circus
princess
voice
medicine
celebrate
celery
pencil
Lesson 21 ’sol word
family’ and ‘real word
family’

solar
solution
soluble
insoluble
dissolve
real
reality
realistic
unreal
realisation

Lesson 22 - ’phon
word family’ and ‘sign
word family’

phone
telephone
phonics
microphone
phonograph
sign
signature
assign
designer
signaller

Peer comment

Parent
comment

Teacher
comment

